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The Power of Teaching Activities: Statistical and Methodological Recommendations

Thomas J. Tomcho
Salisbury University

Rob Foels
Amherst College

Researchers rarely mention statistical power in Teaching of Psychology teaching activity studies. Insufficiently powered tests promote uncertainty in the decision to accept or reject the tested null hypothesis and influence the interpretation of results. We analyzed the a priori power of statistical tests from 197 teaching activity effectiveness studies published from 1974 through 2006. We found that two thirds of the studies were powerful enough to detect only large effects. We compared observed sample sizes with expert recommendations and found that studies typically used sample sizes that were too small. We discuss limitations of underpowered statistical tests in evaluating teaching activity effectiveness and make design-related recommendations for improving power.

Statistical experts recommend reporting a priori power analyses for published studies (e.g., Bailar & Mosteller, 1988; Cohen, 1962, 1988, 1992a, 1992b; Wilkinson & the Task Force on Statistical Inference, 1999). The power of a test is \(1 - \beta\), or its probability of correctly rejecting a false null hypothesis (Cohen, 1992a), and researchers who a priori set parameters to achieve sufficient power can have greater confidence in their results (Cohen, 1988). By convention (Cohen, 1969), power of .8 is minimally sufficient and equates to an 80% likelihood of a hypothesis test being statistically significant. Of practical importance, when researchers conduct research with insufficient power (i.e., \(< .8\)), failure to reject the null hypothesis warrants high researcher confidence that they have made the correct decision; when conducted with insufficient power (i.e., \(< .8\)), low confidence in the correctness of the decision is warranted (Cohen, 1988; Rossi, 1990). Therefore, researchers using underpowered studies might hamper efforts to evaluate the effectiveness of psychology teaching activities and methods.

Power Parameters

Statistical power is primarily a function of effect size, significance level, and sample size. Of these parameters, researchers minimally control a teaching activity's effect size. Likewise, researchers typically have little impact on significance level, as convention dictates that researchers set an alpha level equal to .05. However, researchers can readily estimate sample size. Depending on the type of statistical test, Cohen (1988, 1992a) has recommended guidelines to detect large, medium, and small effects. For example, for correlation coefficients, correlations of .5, .3, and .1 represent large, medium, and small effects, respectively. Researchers can use commercial software (e.g., Power and Precision; Borenstein, Rothstein, & Cohen, 2001) and freeware (e.g., G*Power 3; Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) to easily estimate sample sizes for combinations of significance level and power for various statistical tests.

Importance of Sample Size

Adequate sample size enables accurate inferences about the population. However, statistical inference involves attendant probability that either Type I or Type II error will occur. A priori estimation of sample
sizes maximizes power and minimizes risks of Type I error (Asraf & Brewer, 2004; Cohen, 1988). Typically, *Teaching of Psychology (ToP)* authors rely on samples made up of students enrolled in their courses.

Although psychological researchers are increasing their attention to power, we conducted an electronic search of the terms statistical power or power in *ToP* and found only three studies in which researchers addressed power (i.e., Harlow, Burkholder, & Morrow, 2006; Lakin & Wichman, 2005; LoSchiavo & Roberts, 2005). Not addressing power when evaluating teaching activities and methods limits the detection of true effects due to the likelihood of increased Type I error.

Based on the importance of power estimation, we examined studies on teaching activities and methods published in *ToP* to answer three questions. Did researchers’ statistical tests have sufficient a priori power to detect large, medium, or small effects? Did researchers use adequate sample sizes to have sufficiently powered statistical tests of hypotheses? Is *ToP* researchers’ power to detect effects comparable to findings in other studies of psychology and teaching?

**Method**

We identified *ToP* teaching activity and methods studies from 1974 through 2006 in which researchers (a) reported statistical significance test results, (b) reported sample size data, and (c) employed a commonly used significance test from which we could calculate power (see Cohen, 1988). Our sample included 193 articles with a total of 197 independent studies (four articles each contained two studies using independent samples; i.e., Madigan & Brosamer, 1990; Sagarin & Lawler-Sagarin, 2005; Thomas & McDaniel, 2004; Waschull, 2001) and a total of 497 statistical significance test results, which were primarily *t* tests for independent and dependent samples, correlation coefficients, and chi-square tests.

We used Borenstein et al.’s (2001) Power and Precision software to calculate power estimates. We assumed a two-tailed hypothesis test for all studies. To adhere to methodological approaches used in power analysis (e.g., Rossi, 1990; Seddmeier & Gigerenzer, 1989) we calculated an average power across hypothesis tests within study. We used an alpha level equal to .05 for each study and corrected alpha for articles employing multiple hypothesis tests to obtain a study-level experiment-wise error rate equal to .05. In the four articles that each reported two studies involving independent samples, we treated the study as the unit of analysis, correcting the study hypothesis tests to obtain a study-level experiment-wise error rate equal to .05.

We extracted the total *N* for each independent study (*n* = 197). Where relevant, and where researchers reported data, we identified sample sizes per condition (e.g., teaching activity intervention group vs. comparison group). In those studies in which researchers conducted multiple hypothesis tests with varying sample sizes, we calculated an average sample size per study. In 17 studies, researchers employed more than one type of design analysis, most notably a between groups independent *t* test design along with a pretest–posttest dependent *t* test design. Therefore, for studies in which researchers employed multiple types of designs, we derived an averaged estimate of sample size for each type of design analysis (i.e., independent *t* test, dependent *t* test, chi-square test, or correlation). Thus, we analyzed 214 sample sizes.

We next conducted power analyses using expert effect size recommendations (Borenstein et al., 2001; Cohen, 1988, 1992a) to assess studies’ a priori power to detect large, medium, and small effects. To detect large, medium, and small effects, we used, respectively, Cohen’s *d* equal to .8, .5, and .2 to evaluate the power of *t* tests for independent and dependent samples and *r* equal to .5, .3, and .1 to evaluate the power of correlational tests. We used differences equal to .38, .25, and .1 to evaluate the power of chi-square tests.

**Results**

**Statistical Power**

**Descriptive statistics.** Across the 197 studies and 497 statistical tests, researchers reported an average of 2.5 (*SD* = 2.3) statistical tests per study. The modal number of statistical tests per study was 1 (*n* = 81). The range of statistical tests per study was 1 to 12.

**A priori power analyses.** Table 1 contains the power levels for all quartiles calculated by combining hypothesis tests within a study. We conducted a priori power analyses based on the reported sample size, experiment-wise error rate-corrected alpha level equal to .05 per study as the unit of analysis, and expected power of .8 to detect each of Cohen’s (1988) large, medium, and small effects. The average power to detect a large effect was .81 (*SD* = .23), a medium effect
### Table 1. A Priori Statistical Power (N = 197 Studies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect Size</th>
<th>Small $\alpha$</th>
<th>Medium $\alpha$</th>
<th>Large $\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th percentile</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50th percentile</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75th percentile</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Studies with power $\geq .8$ | 1 | 44 | 130 |

Note. Results for two-tailed hypothesis tests using experiment-wise error rate equal to .05.

Descriptive statistics. Sample sizes ranged from 8 to 631 with an average of 79.1 ($SD = 75.2$) and quartiles of 34 (25th quartile), 63 (median), and 111 (75th quartile) participants. Given the large sample size standard deviations, we included quartiles for sample size analyses in Table 2.

Sample size analyses. Table 2 contains our examination of observed versus recommended sample sizes from 180 studies for $t$ test for independent samples, $t$ test for dependent samples, chi-square test, and correlations. We deleted 34 studies because researchers failed to provide sufficient information to determine conclusively the number of participants per condition. For $t$ tests for independent samples ($k = 90$), approximately 25% of ToP researchers had sample sizes sufficient to detect medium effects, whereas approximately 67% had sample sizes sufficient to detect large effects. For $t$ tests for dependent samples ($k = 68$), approximately 50% of ToP researchers had sample sizes sufficient to detect medium effects, whereas approximately 90% had sample sizes sufficient to detect large effects.

For chi-square test samples with 1 degree of freedom in the numerator ($k = 14$), less than 5% of ToP researchers had sample sizes sufficient to detect medium effects, whereas approximately 50% of ToP researchers had sample sizes sufficient to detect medium effects, whereas approximately 50% had sample sizes

### Table 2. Sample Size Analyses by Type of Statistical Test (N = 180 Studies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical Test</th>
<th>Independent</th>
<th>Dependent</th>
<th>Chi-Square</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$ Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended sample</td>
<td>Medium effect</td>
<td>64 per condition</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large effect</td>
<td>26 per condition</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current study sample</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>49.6 experimental</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>51.7 comparison</td>
<td>38.2 experimental</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25th percentile</td>
<td>71.0 comparison</td>
<td>22.0 experimental</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50th percentile</td>
<td>34.0 experimental</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75th percentile</td>
<td>34.0 comparison</td>
<td>69.5 experimental</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile needed to obtain recommended medium effect</td>
<td>59.8 comparison</td>
<td>72nd experimental</td>
<td>53rd</td>
<td>97th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile needed to obtain recommended large effect</td>
<td>76th comparison</td>
<td>33rd experimental</td>
<td>10th</td>
<td>48th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample Size
sufficient to detect large effects. For correlational analysis samples \( k = 8 \), less than 15% of ToP researchers had sample sizes sufficient to detect medium effects, whereas approximately 50% had sample sizes sufficient to detect large effects.

**Comparison With Other Power Studies**

Comparable to findings in the field of psychology (e.g., Cohen, 1962; Rossi, 1990; Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 1989), ToP researchers more likely detected large than medium or small effects. In a secondary analysis, ToP researchers’ power to detect effects was generally similar to teaching-related journals in other disciplines (e.g., *Journal of Research in Science Teaching* [JRST]) for medium and large effect sizes, but less for small effect sizes (e.g., Daly & Hexamer, 1983; Penick & Brewer, 1972; Woolley, 1983; Woolley & Dawson, 1983). For example, Woolley and Dawson (1983) used a two-tailed alpha of .05 for each hypothesis test in examining 192 articles published in JRST and found statistical power estimates of .23, .63, and .85, for small, medium, and large effects, respectively. We recalculated statistical power for each hypothesis test in our sample using a two-tailed alpha equal to .05 for each test (rather than controlling for experiment-wise error rates) to compare our results with Woolley and Dawson. In comparison, ToP researchers \( (M = .19) \) were significantly less likely than JRST researchers \( (M = .23) \) to be able to detect small effects, \( t(387) = 2.27 \), \( p = .03 \). However, ToP researchers \( (M = .61; M = .87) \) were as likely as JRST researchers \( (M = .63; M = .85) \) to detect medium effects, \( t(387) = 0.76, \text{ns}, \) and large effects, \( t(387) = 1.09, \text{ns}, \) respectively.

**Discussion**

We examined the power of research published in ToP with three goals in mind. We sought to (a) determine whether the level of a priori power associated with statistical tests from teaching activity and methods studies was sufficient to detect large, medium, or small effects; (b) assess whether researchers were using adequate sample sizes to have sufficiently powered statistical tests of hypotheses reported in ToP; and (c) compare ToP researchers’ statistical power with the power evidenced by other researchers in psychology and science education.

In terms of a priori power, ToP researchers conducted research that, averaged across all types of tests, had a 22% probability that the studies’ hypothesis tests would be statistically significant if the underlying effect was medium. In terms of sample size, ToP researchers used sample sizes that were sufficient in nearly two thirds of the studies if the underlying effect was large. However, to detect medium effects, researchers used sample sizes that were sufficient in only one fifth of the studies. The exception for medium effects was \( t \) tests for dependent samples, in which approximately half of the samples were sufficient to detect medium effects.

Relative to findings in the field of science teaching, ToP researchers were as likely to detect large or medium effects as were other researchers (e.g., Woolley & Dawson, 1983). Given Osborne et al.’s (2001) and Tomcho and Foels’s (2008) findings that psychology teaching research results in a medium effect, ToP researchers appear just as likely to be able to detect effects as researchers teaching in other areas of science. The detection of small effects was the only area where ToP researchers were statistically less likely than other science teachers to detect effects, but this finding might be an artifact of the large number of hypothesis tests \( (n = 3,556) \) examined by Woolley and Dawson.

**Recommendations to Increase Power**

1. ToP researchers must attend to power in planning their teaching activity effectiveness research. Researcher failure to attend to power seriously limits the instructional development efforts in the field of teaching of psychology.

2. Researchers are generally employing suboptimal sample sizes to detect anything short of a large effect. Based on Osborne et al. (2001) and Tomcho and Foels (2008), researchers have a reasonable starting estimate of a likely medium effect, which they should adjust by either theoretical rationale or previous research on the psychological phenomenon being taught (Hallahan & Rosenthal, 1996; Kraemer, Mintz, Noda, Tinklenberg, & Yesavage, 2006).

3. Researchers are conducting multiple hypothesis tests of the effectiveness of their teaching activities, often without mentioning adjustments to control for experiment-wise error rates. Although researchers conventionally choose a significance level equal to .05, researchers can reset the level of Type I error (e.g., Cohen, 1990; Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1989). For exploratory research, they might consider increasing their alpha (Cohen, 1988; Hallahan & Rosenthal, 1996) or employ focused tests of the limited hypotheses of interest, rather than
conducting omnibus tests or multiple hypothesis tests that will result in decreased power (Hallahan & Rosenthal, 1996).

4. Given that ToP researchers rarely randomly assign participants when comparing independent samples, the use of more homogeneous participant populations or blocking variables can increase power (Hallahan & Rosenthal, 1996). For example, if a researcher examines the effectiveness of a teaching activity in a statistics course, another statistics course is a more homogeneous sample than an introductory psychology course as a comparison group. Researchers who account for additional within-group variability by using more homogeneous samples increase their power. For blocking variables, researchers expecting their teaching activity to increase examination performance might consider blocking on students’ existing grade point average as a way to reduce error variance and increase power. Repeated measures designs that block on the individual can provide more power than is possible from independent groups comparison approaches (Hallahan & Rosenthal, 1996).

**Power and the Evaluation of Teaching Activities**

We have presented a case for researchers to address power in demonstrating the quality of teaching activities and methods. However, three potential caveats to our findings warrant consideration: representativeness of our sample, class size, and the role of traditional significance testing in evaluating teaching.

We examined all teaching activity effectiveness research published in ToP between 1974 and 2006. However, only 193 articles (i.e., 28% of all articles in Tomcho et al., 2008) reported statistical tests of hypotheses. Moreover, in an ancillary analysis we found that 62% of the 193 published teaching effectiveness articles including statistical tests of effectiveness have been published since 2000. Thus, readers should view our results as a preliminary snapshot of the issue of power in ToP teaching activity and methods effectiveness research.

Concerning class size, teachers might counter that in contrast to laboratory-based examinations of psychological phenomena, classroom-based examinations of teaching effectiveness have limited access to adequate samples. In response to this concern we suggest that classroom-based researchers increase power by testing their hypotheses across multiple sections of a course to ensure adequate sample size. This approach is not conceptually different from laboratory-based researchers who conduct multiple sessions of their experiment to ensure adequate sample sizes.

A more serious concern that some teachers might raise is that traditional significance testing might not provide effectiveness evidence for teaching activities that otherwise have a phenomenal in-class response or other unquantifiable experiential qualities. Without joining the controversial fray surrounding the need for rigorous statistical evaluation of all in-class teaching activities, we encourage researchers to estimate power and sample size when they design evaluations of their teaching activities. If researchers fail to use adequate power, the field of psychology might miss some good teaching activities because researchers will be unable to publish them due to nonsignificant findings, whereas researchers using more powerful tests will enhance the likelihood of significant findings. At the very least, researchers should estimate and report statistical power so that readers can better evaluate the results.
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